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Boosting Electric Vehicle Infrastructure
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• Alleviating Range Anxiety: A main obstacle to making the switch is the perceived fear of running out of power on a journey, otherwise known as ‘range

anxiety.’ A more robust network of DC chargers, which can charge an EV at a rate of 3 to 20 miles of range per minute, could mitigate range anxiety.

Currently, 60% of fast chargers in the U.S. only suit Tesla models; standardized or interchangeable charger nozzles would ensure that fast charging is

available for all EV models.

• Auto Makers Signal EV Pivot: Automakers have pledged to spend billions towards EV development to capture a growing appetite. For example, German-

based Volkswagen AG has set an ambitious $180 billion investment plan, while U.S. automakers have committed to more modest plans to expand their

EV fleet. U.S. EV sales, which account for 2% of all US vehicle sales, continue to lag those in Asia and Europe.

• Expected growth in EVs will likely emphasize current challenges such as the extraction and mining of earth minerals for batteries and battery

disposal. In addition, current price points make EVs all but inaccessible to the average household; ensuring equitable access will be key to EV

proliferation across the U.S.

• Cities and states will continue to play a pivotal role in aiding the EV transition by fast-tracking permits for infrastructure buildout, advancing

recycling and disposal legislation and bolstering tax credits.

Direct Current (DC) Fast Charging Station Network Electric Vehicle Registration and Market Share

• The $1 trillion Infrastructure Bill passed in November 2021 includes $5 billion towards expanding electric vehicle (EV) highway charging stations, which is

an unprecedented level of funding towards electrification. Many see a focus on charging infrastructure as a key lever to boosting low-carbon transportation

in the United States. Shifting the century-old industry of internal combustion engines poses significant challenges, yet momentum has grown along with

budding consumer enthusiasm and automakers’ investments in EV development.
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